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A Fusion of Academe with the Life
Situation Called for in Proposals
by GARY REED

Two interlinked plans aimed at
drawing co-curricular activities into
the academic realm of the university
are currently making their ways
through "channels." The first, "A
Fusion of Academe with the Life Situation," calls for the granting of academic credit for certain co-curricular
activities along lines similar to the
Communication Arts
Depatment's
practicum system. This proposal received unanimous endorsement by
Student Council during its January 6
meeting.
"A novel, small, free academic
community" is the object of the second
plan. The community would consist of
of twenty students in their junior or
senior years and would be located at
Lazarus House, a large residence
owned by the university at the corner
of Clinton Springs and Washington
Avenues.

a great deal of continuity with programs already in existence at Xavier
and other Jesuit universities. Gonzaga
University grants three credits to the
Student Body President for which he is
required to submit an annual thesis
and students at Loyola University in
Chicago obtain sociology credits for
work in the lawndale ghetto. Two isolated incidents of credit for co-corriculars already exist at Xavier, he
adds. These arc work on the Xavier
News and involvement in the Millvale Study Hall Project. On a wider
basis, the Communication Arts Department has several practicums described in the catalogue as "three
hours of lab or private study with the
approval of the chairman and of the
instructor." These practicums apply
to drama, television and journalism
work outside the classroom and carry
one hour credit repeatable up to four
hours.

If the Fusion proposal is adopted
The "Fusion" proposal as sub- by the Academic Council and signed
mitted to Council by Tim Burke. Tim by the President, the effect would be
stresses the fact that his proposal has to generalize these programs to all

departments. Thus a Student Volunteers worker might gain sociology
credit for work in Appalachia and the
completion of certain readings unde.r
the direction of a sociology instructor
or a student council might obtain political science credit for work in student
government. In either case, approval
of the department chairman would be
necessary.
George Eder worked with Mike
Meyers to produce the Lazarus House
Plan. As it now stands, this plan is yet
in the formative stage, Eder points out.
In essence, it seeks the use of the Lazarus residence for a community expeMr. John L.
rience in academic and social experience.
Each semester twenty students
would be selected from junior and
senior applicants to live in the community. No student would be allowed
to participate more than once. Those
involved would take a curriculum consisting of six hours in the individual's
By PAT DECKER
major field, three hours in a special
It has just been revealed
education seminar, one hour in a
Fusion practicum, and at least one that Mr. John L. Henderson
other three hour course. The cost to h
t d th
'f
f
the student for tuition, room and board, as a~cep e
e _POSI _wn
hopes Eder, can be limited to $995. Coordmator of Umvers1ty and
The Eder-Lazarus House proposal Urban Affairs and will head the
will be presented to Student Council's newly created Center for UniAcademic Committee later this year. versity and Urban Affairs here
Pending approval by that body, it would at Xavier. Mr. Henderson, bethen go before Council who could in
- of his current involveturn submit it to Academic Council cause .
. .
and the President. Thereafter the pro- ment m studies m the doctoral
posal would have to back down through program at the University of
channels-including in all likelihood Cincinnati, will not be able to
~he Space Allocation Committee. Eve~ assume his new position until
tf all goes well, for the proposal, tt June 1, 1970. However, during
would be a year and a half before the
.
.
program could be implemented.
the upcommg Spnng Semester,

Henderson to Direct
Urban Affairs Center
°

The particular purpose of the Lazarus program is coordination of the
educational and social activities of the
members of the community, something
which, proponents of the plan point out,
is impossible on a larger scale.

Mardi Gru weekend will feature Your Father's Mustache.

The Gay 90's
Xavier University Mardi Gras
this year will see a new innovation in
social entertainment here on campus
on February 13.
It's the gay 90's-the era of prohibition-the realm of the speakeasythe excitement of John L. Sullivan's
friendly neighbOrhood saloon-the uninhibited atmosphere of the Roaring
20's-all rolled into one.
From Manhattan's Greenwich Village, it's Your Father's Mustache, a
frivolous five-piece group spiked with
4-string banjos, basefull tubas and
rattling washboards. Included in the
group's repertoire are songs ranging
from "Bye Bye Blackbird" to Famed
Beatles' hits.
Complimenting the atmosphere will
be tables decorated with red checkered
cloths and straw hats sold with peanuts
for a dollar. At intermission movies of
the great silent era will be shown.
February 14, the annual Mardi
Gras dance-spectacle will be highlighted by Cincinnati's own "Haymarket Riot" and Xavier's entertaining extravaganza-"The Banned".
Prices for Friday night's concert
are $5.00 per couple, prices for Saturday night's fiasco arc $4.00 per couple,
Combination tickets will be sold at a
two dollar saving-$7.00 per couple.
Tickets will go on sale on Wednesday,
February 4, 1970.

- Mardi Gras

Eder cites the "immediacy and en.thusiasm" of working together on
"common goals" as the keys to the
success of the community. The common goals would include working
toward an understanding of the educational process in the education seminar, a wide ranging course meant to
cover the philosophy, psychology and
methodology of education, and a good
deal of social involvement of the credit
earning variety.

student may enter both contests, or
the beard or mustache contests separately. In order to participate in these
contests, students must register at the
Student Activities Desk in the University Center. Registration will extend
from January S through January 16.
Students will be allowed to commence
beard and/ or mustache growing upon
receipt·of an authorization slip. At this
l'f~
time you must be clean shaven, with
sideburns of a normal length. Each
participant must present his authorization slip at the time of the judging.
The January Peace-action ComThis year, the mustache and beardmittee,
A Xavier student group, has
growing contests will be judged on
made plans for "Celebration of hope
Saturday night, February 14.
in a time of frustration." The day of
General notes: Criteria for the protest is slated for January 15.
judging of the costume contest will be
The day will begin with a memorial
uniqueness, originality, and appropriservice
to honor the Vietnam war dead.
ateness to the Roaring 20's theme. No
registration is required for the cos- The service will include a candle light
tume contest. It is not necessary to procession to the university mall
wear a costume to the festivities on where plans call for the placing of
Friday. However, they are recom- forty-seven wooden crosses before
mended. Otherwise, the attire is sport- Alter Hall. Each cross is meant to
coat or suit. ROTC Cadets are eligible. memorialize a thousand American
deaths.-if enough crosses were used
Criteria used in the judging of the to represent each dead American with
mustache and beard-growing contests his own cross and the crosses were
will be. length, appearance, style, and placed three foot apart in an unending
creativeness. Again, only those regis- line, one planner pointed out, the line
tered for the beard and mustache con- of crosses would stretch over twentytests may participate.
five miles.
The judges for all Mardi Gras conA Mass for Peace will be celetests will be members of the faculty brated at eight o'clock the evening
and their wives. Prizes will be award- of· the memorial day.
ed to those having the best beard, best
Tilr. <fay's service _Will COnClUde at
mustache, and the couple with the be&'

In addition t.; t~.: annual beardgrowing contest, this year we have
•added a. mustache-growing· c~ntest. A costume.

Henderson

Pax Uemor•· al
Planned Here

Otinued on P_age J)

Mr. ~enderson will. act on .a
part-t1me consultative basis
to direct and plan the activities
of the new Center.
Named as Assistant Coordinator
of University and Urban Affairs is
Mr. Arthur F. Slater. Mr. Slater, beginning also in the upcoming semester,
will serve in a full-time capacity to
implement the plans outlined by Mr.
Henderson as well as to begin action
toward the fulfillment of the remainder of the Black Demands.
Much of the procedure involved in
the initial establishment of the_ Center
will be handled by Mr. Slater. His
background attests to the fact that he
will be capable of meeting the early
challenges of his position. He holds a
B.S. degree in Sociology from Wiley
College and a masters degree in Social

Work from Ohio State University.
His experience includes two years service in the Job Corps in Kentucky and,
most recently, he has worked with the
Seven Hills Neighborhood Association
and the Avondale Community Council
as a coordinator of neighborhood programs.
In conjunction with these announcements, the Space Allocation Committee has reached a final decision in
which it has designated the first floor
of Finn Lodge to house the offices for
Xavier University's new Center for
University and Urban Affairs.
Also, it has been disclosed at this
time that an additional sum of $20,000
has been added to the existing appropriations for the minority and disadvantaged group student scholarship
fund by the Xavier University Board
of Trustees.
Commenting on these recent developments and their ultimate significance for the entire university community, Dean of Students Patrick
Nally stated, .. It is very important that
the work of Xavier's black students
toward the establishment of the new
Center be publicly ~cknowledged. Our
black students have worked patiently
and perseveringly for the past year to
assist Xavier University in achieving
a realistic understanding of its social
responsibilities to the surrounding
larger community. The President and
the Board of Trustees have responded
to the urging of our black students with
generosity and enth~ ·asm which, to
my mind, provides for progress toward
the accomplishment of what the black
students have requested.~

Seniors' Gift-Scholarship
The Senior Class Gift Committee
has announced that a Scholarship Fund
will be set up by the Class of Seventy.
This Scholarship Fund, which will be
·self-perpetuating, was chosen by a
majority of the Senior Class members,
as indicated by a recent poll.
As with all university scholarships,
this fund will be administered by the
University ·Scholarship Committee.
Qualifications and restrictions to be
placed on this fund have not been announced yet; however, it is thought
that within a certain number of years
preferential recipients of the scholarship fund will be the sons or daughters
of the members of the Class of Seventy.
Gift co-chairmen Tom Horrigan,
Jim Tomaszewski, and Samuel G.
Sawaya are aiming for a minimum of
$3500.00 to start the fund, m~mc;y_ which
will be donated ·by the approximately

450 members of the

Cla~.~i

,of Sc\·enty.

· A kick-off dinner meeting was
held January 7th in the Terrace Room
for all team leaders and group captains who will operate as solicitors for
donations and pledges from the class
members.
In weeks to come, class members
will be contacted by members of the
gift committee. Each team leader or
solicitor will contact t:ight to ten members of the Senior Class to answer any
questions a member of the class might
have regarding the gift, its uses, or
its purpose, and to collect donations
or pledges from the cllfss members.
Other gifts which were considered
in the poll for choosing an appropriate
gift were the c~tablishment of a free
speakers' <:orner on campus and collection of funds to be donated to volunteer students.
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An Alternate Proposal
The controversy surr.ounding · the December proposal of
Student Council to investigate the status of the athletic program
at Xavier has pointed out Council's lack of proper preparation
and logical consideration of the issue.
Throughout the year major issues of concern to the university, such as the Black Demands, the Awareness Day, and the
Beard proposal, have passed through council's hands with very
little debate, and rarely has an alternative proposal been presented which would stimulate some type of intellectual discussion and controversy on campus. It seems very naive of council
representatives to allow such a proposal as is represented by
the athletic investigation to pass without consideration of all
the facts. Council heard an instructor of Physical Education
express his disenchanted feelings concerning the status of
Xavier Athletics, but more is needed than just opinion.
A more significant blunder on Council's part concerns its
attempt to hold- a student-sponsored investigation of Xavier
athletics. It is not the role of student government to initiate
any type of investigation of the Athletic program. In this situation their sole role should be that of a recommending body and
Dot one of an Inquisitor.
Even though Council finally amended the original proposalwhich was earlier vetoed by Rev. PaulL. O'Connor,-there are
still many generalities and few facts within the recommendation. It is the opinion of the Xavier News that a committee be
established under the Athletic Board's sanction to investigate
the status of athletics at Xavier, and that this committee be
composed of administrators, faculty, students, alumni, and
members of the Musketeer Club. Since this com~ittee would
be under the sanction of the Athletic Board, the chairman of
the committee should be a selected member of the Athletic
Board. In contrast to the News' recommendation, Student
Council's proposal calls. for the formation of a committee
which would be autonomous to the Athletic Board. However,
the Athletic .Board is the principal advisory body concerning
athletics at Xavier and should in accordance with this, play the
central role in any athletic investigation. ·
The News also hopes that Student Council and concerned
students avoid ungrounded rumors when searching for an
understanding of the problems of athletics at Xavier.
WFB

ate, they will be able to look back and say that they brought about
changes that made Xavier a better place to get an education.
No, they didn't tighten up the university's admissions requirements, or introduce courses to be offered on a "free university"
basis, or develop a teacher evaluation system whereby everyone on campus knew who the good teachers were judged to be,
and why- these are all side issues. What they did do to improve
the quality of the university was to handle the single most pressing problem facing university student~ in the seventies: Why
are we switching football coaches?
DFW

Oh Say Can You
See The Finger?

Idealism and youth are in the minds of many inseparable
entities. It has always seemed natural that the young and as yet
"untarnished" members of society should .spend ·their energies
on the worthy humanitarian causes of the day. This much is
granted, but there is a fine line to be drawn between the period
of youthful idealism and the time that a. person comes of the
The combined students at any university present an undeni..: "guilty generation." The guilty generation is the one that
able power force. And there is a certain degree of Student Power frequently receives the blame for all the ills of the world and
at Xavier. The students themselves are most receptive to, and encompasses a variety of age groups. Quite often the idealistic
thus highly perceptive of, the main thrust of a university, and. finger-pointer finds himself on the other side of the fence a few
so it is frequently the students' role to point out the areas in years later. How soon will it be before we, the student of today,
which the university is deficient and to initiate programs ·for have also turned our backs on everything but our own selfish
university improvement, reformative or otherwise. " .. .
interests?
At some universities the whole Student Power coiu:ept is
There is a serious problem in America right now that has
eventually blown out of proportion, and. before the siowmoving gotten little notice for a number of reasons. Man is destroying
administrator~;·r~lize it, there go the students, effecting re- his home, his sources of food and water, and the entire ecologiform after reform in such key university issues as the kind cal system of the planet, and that is a problem. If man continues
of candy they will allow in ·their candy machines, the power his destruction at the present rate, we may never have the
and authority structure of every dorm and of each individual chance to have our children point their fingers at us for our
room, and the broom-to-janitor ratio in the classroom buildings.. sins, because there won't be any children. Exaggeration for
But at XaY~er~ one doesn't have to worry about any possibl~ 'effect is not necess~ry because ~he facts are devastating to any
warping of the 'Student Power concept. For students here are doubts about the exiStence of th1s problem.
wise enough to look over the trivial issues and devote their time
The su~~ept of pollution and ecological destruction is well
and direct their influence to those areas which are essential worth some thought. For those who do not wish to be counted
to the educative role of the university. And that is why the most in the "guilty generation" it is definitely worth some action.
MDH
powerful and ac~!ve students here are so jubilant right now · they realize th~g in the past few weeks, the most pre~sing
defect in the Xavier educational system has finally been brought
a degree of excellence in doing his own
out in the open,. for all to see: our athletic department is- not
thing that he virtuaUy commanded
the best.
plaudits and 'admiration from aU. This
is the kind of Black Power that I can
And when these present activists on campus finally gradu-

Improving The Place·

Utters

Beat the
Drum

The Editor
The Xavier News

fDI rDR-1~-CIIIEF ...................•.....•........• William F. Barko
-~1..\~.-\GIWi EDITOR ....... ·.....................•...... Denis E Walsh
.-\SSOCJ,\ TE t:OITORS ............. Grer Boehm, Gary Reed. Joe Cormier
SPORTS EDITOR···· ...... · .... ·•·· ......... · .. ·· ..•..... Jack Murray
1...-\ 't'OI.'T EDITOR ........................................ Dan ·costello
CllKt'I.-\TIO:\ ~1..\:\·\(if.R ............................ Paul Mcl..aughlin
col l.l \1'-'ISTS ............................. Mark MuuJ)', Dan Kane
P lfJ'II!(if'. 1Y!IER'i .............. Mike Hipskind, .h>hn Paym·. John Miller
!<I POll;!·!{ 'i .... J';,:t.d. D··ckcr. l'cggy (iriffin. Bnt> lfyl~. StcH: Cioiidman.
t,,hn l'rice. .lo<: 0~ r,,~. Chu-::k l)uinn. Denny King
·
• 1 ~ ...................... Uncia 8 cr~cmil'r, J.IJ. McO~IIigan
<.\ I(!flO,,';
\1 o:, 1 11 , 1or~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ John Gell
1!-1 <;f'· r· :· \t'· \ v, !'" . . . .
. . . . . . ........ .lack Jc:!'frt·
; ·u: i 1 ;f(, ' ' 1-1 ,; ! r,,.,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... \~:,rk D. llinchy.
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I would like to add my thanka to
those of the Student Council resolution
commendina the Xavier Band for its
fine work this year. Conatantine
Soriano certainly deserves recoanition for his work u band director."
Heel impelled to render my thoupll
conccrniq the outstandin& performance of our drum major, Clarence
•
MitcheU. His vibrancy and enthuaiUm
captured the imqination of fana on
both lidcl of the mdium. His consistently aood performance pvc Xavier
fans aomethiq to look forward to each
week. Furthermore, he displayed .such

'
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undentand and can honestly respect.
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I cannot force myself to respect
anyone who does not realistically evaluate himself. In the case of a group,
not until the individuals in that group
as a whole even begin to rightfully
demand respect. And if the group's
image is something that the members
in that group do not like, they must
work, really work, to change it.

1 am forced to rely ori my persona)
experience to make this last conclusion. But I do know that for myself and
my closest friends a man, black or
white, must earn any respect he is
given. My own friends do not have to
demand my respect-they get it through
being and respecting themselves. They
certainly do not get it for denying what
they are, for trying to hide the fact that
they arc "one of them."
Sincerely,
Dan Davis
Class of 1971

JOB

PLACE&JENTS
ATtENTION SENIORSGRADUATE STUDENTS
Companies Interviewing on Campus
FEBRUARY t-MONDAY
Hunt-Wesson Foods
Firestone Tire 4 Rubber Co.
Manufacturiq - Technical and
Financial Divisions (I schedule)
Internal Revenue Service

Dr. Peter S. Carusone
Asa't. Professor of Marketing

'One of Them'
To thOle blacb with misdirected concern:
You •Y you are tied of beina called
..one of them.• You arc tired of being
cateaorized, labelled, and flied away.
This, among other thinp. ia of such
importance that you may be wiUina to
burn, loot, or terrorize in an attempt
to eliminate it.
But aU of us to some' extent lit into
cateaorica, and we cannot and ahould
not deny it. Beiq white, ·I am one of a
white majority in America. I ·can be
\

~

and often am called "one of them."
However, I do not feel like I am being
wronged when someone calls me a
member of this group. Why? Not because I am proud of all that whites
have done; but because I am what I am.
I am also "one of those Catholics,"
and "one of those HA.B.'s," and I
feel no shame, hurt, or anger at being
called such. As United States citizens,
we are both "one of them." There
should logically be no problem with
being called a member of a group,
unless there is some lack of pride in
the group itself, or unless there is a
lack of self-respect somewhere else
along the line.
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FEBRUARY II-TUESDAY ·
Firestone Tire 4 Rubber Co.
(I schedule)
Peat, Marwick 4 MitcheU
HAS Pogue
FDRUARY II-WEDNESDAY
Mqnavox
National Cuh ReJistcr Co. ·
Interlake Steel
FIUUARY 12-111RUSDAY
Fifth-Third Bank
.,..
Chemical Abatracll Service .
Diamond National Corp•.
Ohio River Co.

111E GOOD, THE MD .. A. THI
UGLY will be lhowing thialbunday
Friday and Saturday in the Univenity
.
Center.
..... ...
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Pill TllrM

AT RANDOM
A Generation Ret·urns?
With the upsweep in religiosity,
with the market status that has been
rendered ancient astrology, in a time
when transcendent events have been
petitioned to occur daily, in an era
when the irrational seem to hold more
ground in a battle for meaning and relevance, I have come to know a one-time
savior-magician as the devil unveiled.
It has been my 60-experience to
despise, or at least hold accountable
for most of our plight, the scientist:
the man who is always reducing life's
beauty to numbers, who is graphing
the mysterious, who Is capturing life's
origins in a test tube, who is aiming
his missiles with his atomic devices

at millions and millions of people.
SDS, the commune in~bitants, and the
mystic contemplatives have all made
a common accusation by acquiescence
of their various routes: there is a
·stronger reality beyond the scientifi-·
cally useful, and man has to transcend
the technological if he is ever to find
out where it's at.
It has been our misfortune, our sad
misunderstanding. The negative reaction to science is perhaps most explainable because of its strong identification with war. It seems that science,
as is everything that is available for
human employment, is susceptible to
both the successes and foibles of hu-

New Draft Lottery
Makes ThreeChanges

Greg Boehm
manity; science and modern technology have failed to answer man's basic
quandaries only because they have
been so misused, so abused by those
who are more interested in sustaining
the myth of territorial man and less
concerned with extending the human
power of ~ommunion. Gazing back at
the sixties I think we can feel disgusted at the gross reaction that has
caused the scientist to become equally
accused with the militarist. Many of
us can feel duped in allowing a small
but influential element of our societywhich has manifested prolonged immaturity in approaching man's accommodations with himself-to suck up and
hoard all the benefits of technology.
In the sixties a generation went
down to the ghettoes and traveled to
the Appalachian impoverished;
spurred by its anxiety over inequity,
it has faced the need of the destitute
and downtrodden and destroyed, and
it has realized some frightening limitations. Many had staked their whole
effort on the essential act of giving;
and many found it requires more implements than two hands and a readiness to work. Then where does one,
who has put his whole reason for living
·in the act of giving, turn when he discerns his own lack of tools'! Then where
does one, who has posited supreme
confidence in his willingness to be
open and love as a solution to the
world's problems, turn when he spies
his own material ineptness in handling
the pleas of the poor? There is no reason why it should have to be the mill·
tary-industrial complex, but we seem
to like it that way; we sure like to maintain the petty distinction between "warhate-material-industry" and "peacelove-spiritual-social conce:::." And
many who went down to help with
nothing but zeal, left disillusioned,
failins to dismantle the wall between
acnuinc, social concern .and beneficial,
technological advancement.

previous procedure, the first priorities for induction in any draft board
will consist of. registrants who are deUnguent in their responsibilities under
the law and young men volunteering for
induction.
The principal or "First Priority.
Selection Group" for involuntary induction will, however, be limited after
MAJOR CHANGES
the 1970 (the initial transitional year) to·
draft eligible men in their 19th year of
The new system accomplishes
following major illlprovements in draft
age at the beginning of the year and to
selection procedures:
. those men between the ages of 19 and
I. It reduces the period of prime 26 whose deferments expired during
draft vulnerability - and the uncertain- the year upon completion of school or
ty that accompanies this vulnerability for other reasons.
-from up to 7 years, under the previous
The new procedure thus establishes
a "youngest first" rather than "oldest
system, to only I year.
2. It establishes this vulnerability first" priority for induction. This will
for a fixed time in each young man's result in a stable and predictable
life, which will be much less disrup-· draft age period for each young manlive to him in terms of his personal either in the year following his attainplanning.
ment of age 19 or in the year after he
3. It establishes a fair and easily leaves school or otherwise ceases to
understandable method of random se- be deferred.
I don't know whether it is a reaction
lection among such young men, if they
In 1970, however, beginning with on my part to the acid, strobe-light
are found by their local boards to be the draft call to be filled' in January culture which has helped to form me
available. and qualified for service.
1970, this First Priority Groop will or the first rumblings of a rational
These changes are presented in also include all draft eligible men who sweep of a culture-Pc=ndulum. It could
greater detail below.
are in the ages 20 through 25 at the be- hopefully be a slow but wide-spread
ginning of the year, so that no individ- movement toward a balance, a soy1. Limited Vulnerability - Under ual eligible for induction under the thesis of man's many dimensions the previous draft procedure a young previous rules will escape vulnerabilthe initial feedback of a generation
nan began his time of maximum vul- ity simply because of the change to the
returning to solve urgent dilemmas
nerability to the draft at age 19 and, if new system.
with more than flowers, a peace sip,
he did not volunteer for service, reand a placard - the effort of a rcachinsmained in that status until he was
3.11Random Selection
Since more men are classified as out generation, now learnins that techdrafted or reached .his 26th birthday.
Selection of men in this age group Who available for service each year than nology and science can help far more
were found "available and qualified" are required to fill current or expected than the present military-industrial
for seavice by their draft boards was draft calls, a fair and understandable complex would lead one to believe.•
on an oldest-first basis. ·un~~r recent procedure is needed to determine
conditions· of relatively high draft calls whom to call first, whom to call sec•
the age of involuntary induction has ond, and whom not to call at all.
been low, averaging about 20-~ years.
Under the authority of the recent
However, when the average draft age amendment to the draft law (P.L. 90!lowevcr, when draft calls were much
November 26, 1969) President Nixon
smaller, as they were during the early has authorized the Director of Selec' ·
One hundred·Xavier students gath"
d rafit age rcached tive Service to place into effect a simJ960's, the average
. crcated a 1ong pic random selection procedure for cred together with the ·William J.
nearly 24 years. Thas
· ,a:· young menand this purpose, based upon a random King family last Thursday evening,
·
periodofuncertatnt;
·
t
January 8, in Bellarminc Chapel to
handicapped many of t hem an attcmp - sequence of the 365 or 366 days of each celebrate a Mcmoriitl Mass. in honor
ing to get jobs or trainina. This .situation made it difficult for individuals to year.
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Cal Murphy
Niagara's Calvin Murphy, who
·dazzled Xavier fans with his shooting
(36 points) and ball handling in Niagara's win at the Xavier Fieldhouse,
may not play pro ball unless drafted
high.
"I vaiue myself too highly than to
just play for the name professional,"
said Murphy. "I will not play pro ball
if they don't draft me high or make me
try out because of my size {5-9, 160).
"I have proven myself. I don't have
to make any deals like that." Murphy
has been selected AII·America and
"Small America" (for under six ·rooters) the last two seasons. The last
player to make both All-America and
Small America was Don Hennon of
Pittsburgh in 1958 and 1959.

Krajack (arrow) thanking the students for their support after the DePaul game.

K rajack-Student
Rapport

-News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo

Unless offered a substantial bonus
by the pros, ~urphy, a sociology
major, will graduate this year and then
work as a trouble-shooter for the
police department. This means he
would be the middle man between the
people and the police in the slums.

Students Go Through Channels
~

Athletic Program Evaluation

•

JACK MURRAY, Sports Editor
holiday vacation in Cleveland, Lima and Pittsburgh.
GEORGE KRAJACK LOOKED at the pit. It was right after his Musketeers
lost to DePaul, 73-71. He walked briskly across the court, summoning the
students around him. They came.
He thanked them for their support
and said he was very aware of their
presence. He thought they did everything they could to help bring victory.
The day will come when "we will give
them something to cheer about." The
students cheered.
Krajack's recruits are sophomores
and freshmen, and the actual imple·
mentation or his program has not
started. He starts four sophomores.
Georae Krajack
The freshman team boasts a S-1 rec·
ord and scoring averages or 17.1, 15.6, 15.6, 15.1, IS and 9.6.

The channels for students and others to voice their
concerns over Xavier's athletic program are open.
Fr. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J., Vice-President
of Student Alfaln, and Thomu P. O'Brien, Chairman
of the Athletic Board, will cooperate with Tim Burke,
Student Council Presld~nt, and Ron Moening and Jack
Murray, 'the two students who proposed the evaluation,
In settina up a committee to listen to student concerns.
Moening originally circulated an open letter Dec.

IS to all connected with Xavier athletics asking the
"Athletic Board to investigate the athletic program,
.specifically concentrating on the jobs of Sports Information Director and Director of Athletics" because of
"the atmosphere surrounding Xavier's athletic program."

• • • •

Moening and Murray presented the proposal at a
student council meeting Dec. 17 which proposed:

KRAJACK LEFT THE STUDENTS FOR the locker room. Many including Dayton's Don Donoher, on the other side of the court just stared as
Krajack addressed the students. "What did he tell them'r' sai!l one older
'fan'. "We should have won but we didn't?" The people around him laughed,
and they left.

"That the Athletic Board, through a special com·
mittee, conduct a detailed investigation of Xavier's
athletic department, specifically concentrating on the
positions of Director of Athletics and Sports Information Director, defining their duties and drawing conclusions on how well they are fulfilling these duties."

Many people, some not even connected with Xavier athletics, have more
confidence in Krajack. Like Charley Wolf, former Cincy Royals coach, who
asked Krajack to speak at a banquet his first week in town after accepting XU
post when Wolf could not make the banquet. "He readily accepted,'' said Wolf.
"And I have always thought a lot of him."
Or like Ed Jucker, former UC and Royals coach, said, "I think he is a fine
coach. He is a coach l would like my son to play for."
Officiating crews marvel at Krajack's self-control. Rarely does he bait
officials. When asked the name of the little official in the DePaul fiasco,
Krajack said, "I don't· know. That's the first thing I forget. It's no use complaining about officiating, because they are not going to help you win the next
game. I talked it over with the players and we agreed that we had many opportunities on our own to win the game."

• • • •
THE NEXT MORNING KRAJACK wrote a letter to student council thanking them for the telegram of support which he read to the players. He also wrote:

"I would like to see, however, an attempt by everyone to strive for "togetherness" in the Xavier Community. We now have, it seems, boundaries surrounding the faculty, administration. students, and the athletic department,
and identification into one of these groups seems a must before expressions
are made. We are all concerned, or should be, with doing the best job possible,
and gi1•ing our university the best image possible.
"This can only he accomplished within a spirit of cooperation among all
the areas and it is my hope that we would all work whole heartedly toward the
accomplishment of lhat goal.
"Thanks again, ·.and my best wishes to all of yo11 for a successful year."

They further proposed that students be included in
the makeup of this committee.
During the emotional open meeting Council amended
the proposal to include investigation of the Athletic
Board, and that this would be carried out by Student
Council with the sanction, of course, of Fr. O'Connor.
AD Jim McCafferty and SID Jack Cherry made no
public statements about the proposed invesitgation.
Fr. O'Connor returned from his annual ten-day
retreat Dec. 23 and met with top administrators, and
Tom O'Brien and Tim Burke. He told them that he could
not sanction any investigation by Council, but that
.
university were • open to hear their
channels of t;;
concerns.

the

Meanwhile Burke, Moening and Murray left for their

Classes resumed Jan. S. At a student council meeting Jan. 6 student council passed an amended version
of the Moening-Murray proposal, 19-1. It resolved:
"That student council, In ·the form of the Student
Body President and other concerned and Interested studenfs, utilize the proper channels or communication to
express concerns. We propose that the appropriate
means in this case would be to present factual statements, letters and addresses to Fr. Paul L. O'Connor,
Fr. Patrick H. Rattennan and to the Athletic Board ~r
Xavier Univenity.
"Be It further reSolved: That we strongly recommend the formation of a special committee composed or
all Interested segments of the univenity, administra·
ton, faculty, siudents, alumni, and memben of the
Musketeer Club, to evaluate the concerns which have
arisen. We reprd the establishment or such a com·
mittee as a recommended coune or action, and as one
possible method or rectifying the problems which have
arisen."
Moening objected to some of the inferences made
in the news media that the proposal was a form of sour
grapes over losing seasons in football, basketball,
and. the firing of lrv Etler.
"This is not true," said Moening. "It was certain
incidents and not the records of our teams nor Irv
Etler's firing that inspired our action. I think that the
news media over emphasized direct reference to the
records of our teams."
Burke, Moening and Murray met with Thomas
O'Brien and Fr. R,atterman in Fr. Ratterman's office
Jan. 8. O'Brien said that representatives of Student
Council could appear before the Board or a special
committee set up by the Board and present their
concerns.
Burke sent Fr. O'Connor a letter explaining Council's action and the meeting with O'Brien. Fr. O'Connor left town on business before replying to Burke's
letter.
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XAVIER PLAYS AT HOME AGAINST Detroit Sunday afternoon on television. Two years ago, Krajack's first season, Xavier played Detroit at XU's
Fieldhouse Jan. 16. Xavier beat Detroit, 84-81, for its fourth victory in 14
games. The headline in the next morning's Enquirer read XU STUDENTS
MOB JUBILANT GEORGE. The Enquirer's Bill Ford wrote " . . . Mobbed
before he could escape from the floor, an emotionally touched rookie coach
George Krajack immediately flung open the doors to the jubilant dressing
room. It wasn't really a reward. The 30-year-old former West Virginia University assistant undertaking an almost hopeless rebuilding job this season,
was fleeing for his life.

·special Cut Char-Broiled

· • Sirloin Steak
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef'a Criap Gerden

• Salld 8owl DrenlnJ
::.-:::'''
Go rile
French Roll

• • • "Why thne kids, God bleu 'em tried to rip the shirt from me. Mind?
Gosh, no. I wu huuin& 'em and klain' em. This never hu happened to me
before."
Later XU upset Marquette and UC .

• •· • •
·
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Reder Lone Senior Starter

Sophs Show
Aggressiveness
By JOHN PRICE
After gaining just one victory in
their first ten games the Xavier Musketeers took to the road where they
played the Air Force Academy and
Texas Christian University in a span
of three days.
The tome for the season has been
set early as it is now apparent that
few teams will blow the Muskies off
the court, but, then again, their lack
of height will many times keep them
from the winner's circle.
Perhaps the most promising development of the campaign has been
the play of the sophomores. Coach
George Krajack has teamed four
second-year men with senior guard
Rick Reder to form a small but aggres·
sive unit.
Forwards Jerry Helmers and Tom
Binegar have provided the bulk of the
scoring and rebounding for the Muskies. Standing only 6-4 Helmers has
been a consistent scorer from inside
and came up with his finest performance against undefeated Niagara when
he tallied 34 points.
Blnepr, a transfer from Salem
Collqe in West Virginia, has averaged
15 points a game and scored 25 against
NYU 1ft the Muskles only victorious
effort. That performance coupled with
a 21 point bunt against Oklahoma
earned Tom a spot on the aii-Tourna·
ment team at the Manhall Invitational.
- Guard Doug All has been shakey at
times but is t~o good an outside shooter
to keep out of the lineup. Center Rusty
-N•w• (JOHN PAYNE) Photo

Three

xu -Sophs, Alt (No. 10), Binegar (42) and Blossom (21) battle DePaul for the ball.

Frosh Schedule Gets Tough
By DENNY KING

· If things keep up as they have for
XU's freshman basketball team, they
may soon find themselfes having
their backs scratched by the varsity
coaches. At present their record
stands at 5-l and although they are
are about to pass through a difficult
part of their schedule, it looks like the
freshmen can look forward to a very
successful
season.

- biggest weakness on the squad and
it was to this weakness that the team
attributed its first defeat. "In the
Marshall game we fluctuated between
zone and man-to-man defense," said
Petroski, "but most of the time we
stick to man-to-man. We need some
more work on team defense, being
able to help out when someone looses
his man.
"As for loosing, it's a bad feeling
and that feeling helps to keep you from
loosing again."

February wUI be the tight part SCHEDULE
of tbe schedule for the frosh, IS they
face UC and Dayton for a second time. Morehead State (Away)
"The last three - Miami, UC, Miami UC(Away)
- will be the do or die games," uld Dayton (Away)
Bob Petroski, starting guard for the Bellamine (Home)
National Cash Register (Home)
frosh. "But we have to concentrate Transylvania (Away)
on these games as they come along, Miami(Away)
take them one at a time withot:t think· UC (Home)
Miami (Home)
lng too much ahead."
The last three games were a com" the
bination of bot h goo d and bad .or
(Transyl
m
f
th
d
T
squa . wo o
ose ga es
•
vania 83-70), Dayton (84-71), saw the
Muskies come back from half time
down by points and wind up winning
by more than ten, while also loosing
their first decision to Marshall, 103100.
"It was a fast moving game," said
forward Jon Andre. "There were a
lot of fast breaks and a lot of fouls."
Petroski and Conny Warren fouled out
on the XU side while Marshall lost _
the ·services of their starting center,
forward and guard.
. The fouls don't ~~eem to hurt XU
bec8use of. their strong bench. "We're
abl_e to put someone in and rely on .
~im;" uid A.ndre. "A rep~ce~n~
.11 able. to aet m there and adjust am· .

.

· · ·

January 17
January 31
February4
February4
February9
February II
February21
February23
May4

Joe Panpulo
• •• Akron

Danny A. Takes
Danny Abramowicz,
of the
New Orleans Saints and Xavier ('66),
broke a three-way tie with Pittsburg's
~oy Jefferson and Washington's Charley Taylor to win the National Footbal!
League's pass receiving championship.
Abramowicz out-did Jefferson in
their head-to-head duel December 21
at New OrleaM, catching eight passes
to two for the Steeler receiver. At
Dallas Taylor caught six against the
Cowboys.
. Abramowicz's eight
receptions
gave him 73 for the season. Taylor finjghed with 71 and Jefferson 67.
Abramowicz was happy to win the
title but incensed that Chuck Beatty,
the hot-tempered Steeler safety man,
had kicked him during a melee which
followed the Saints' game-winning

1 •. J • • ·
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crown

touchdown.
Beatty denied kicking Danny.
"If he denied it, he's a liar," said
the Saint receiver to Pat Livingston
of the Pgh. Press. "I was trying to
break up a fight, and he came up behind
me and kicked me and ran away. What
kind of man would do a thing like that?
1 wouldn't have minded so much if he
had stayed there and fought.".
----...

Pangrazio Signs With Akron

nison is 45 miles southeast of Akron.
The Akron Goodyears have anUpon high school graduation, Pannounced the addition of 5-10 guard Joe grazio, a quarterback in foot ba I,
1
Pangrazio to their roster. He is a grad- turned down several collegiate grid
uate of Xavier and was basketball co- offers and accepted a basketball schocaptain in his senior year.
larship to the University of Tennessee.
Pangrazio replaces rookie guard After playing there for the first two
Terry Allerton,' who has left the squad seasons, he transferred to Xavier and
due to a recurring ankle injury which averaged nine and 10 points per game,
he initially suffered while playing at respectively,. in two years at the CinBaldwin-Wallace College.
cinnati school.
With the losi of Allerton, coach
Alter belni graduated from Xavier,
Hank Vaughn neel!ed another guard and Panpazlo tried out with the ABA's
is happy to have the former Xavier Miami Florldlar• before entering the
!)laymaker.
u.s. Army. Before joining Goodynr
"PanpUio will help us a peat dnl . be wu on a management training pro;tl a middleman on the fut break," pam at General Moton Corporation
says Va....... "but, like Allerton, be In Cincinnati.
it also a aood outcourt llllooter."
Pangrazio is maeried to the former
. -Nrw• (JOHN PAYNE) l'ltola ; . .Joe ia a native of Deqn~~ .~hio, ;.Cindy .H~~hey, a _former q~n oqhe
·
·
. .. . .
.-.·where he wu bothAII:Oiiio:P.ICP·~elec· ;Pro Football Hall. of.. fame ,~·~~t'!a .

.. .... :"'nlediatCiy:~:<·,•;.•.'>····'; .:.···· -~·;·r-· ~\·- · !)ave· E,yn~h·· .,. · ;.; ...._<·:<·tiolii. lii.rooefltll·•Pd·~~~~·ji sa... ilbe-·..~p~·ha·~~·~l\K11l~JCt·.i~n.
·';···-·\·>·~rem··~.....11i1 tc~ltiiiflf.,.c;··:n··.·iff·r:r.(,~!:•.r;'~·, l, .., h~, l.~: :N 'h··' · · · · ;;;/.tlri'l:iifilit,~i·i~·;a?f2.:6,~·~~: .·tili~~ :~:residei i~ ·Mauillon.• \ · · : j·
,,.,,,_,. , . .-,·, _..:.r, t'r'rr.. j:IJ··'.I-h!.'1. :i1· ll llrjt'eeFros ·vO&C
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Blossom, a relativee newcomer to the
lineup, lacks the· size' and weight of
most pivotmen, but has used his outstanding jumping ability to perform
well of late.
This starting five has been greatly
responsible for the Muskies respectable 74 point per-game average, and
even the likes of Bob Lanier and Calvin
Murphy haven't been able to embarrass
the Cincinnatians.
The Christmas break found the
Muskies in Huntington, West Virginia,
where they pulled away from NYU in
the final two minutes to· post a 75-68
victory.
The championship game of tht
Marshall Tournament pitted the Muskies against a . surprising Oklahoma
quintet. The superior rebounding of.
·cliff Ray and Garfield Heard paced the
Sooners to an early 18 point lead and
they fought off two XU comeback attempts for a 101-89 decision.
The highlight of the home season
came on December 23rd when Calvin
Murphy and his PE: tie Eagles invaded
the fleldhouse. The 5·9 All-American
put on a ballhandliilg exhibition before
the game and then scored 36 points to
down the Muskles, 81·73.
Traditional rival Dayton broke open
a close game in the final eight minutes
to hand the Muskies their eighth loss
of the season. The Flyers used the outside bombing of Ken May and the inside
muscle of George Janky to roll to a
94-76 verdict.
The Muskies next home appearance will be on January 18th against
Detroit.
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A Head for Street Fighting
There appears to be nothing worse
than an adult (of the older type. or
generation) who won't listen to opinions that he disagrees with. He not only
will not listen. but he has no toleration
for the person who is spouuting these
wrong ide;u. There is nothing worse.

American" stuff that freaks either
don't believe in, or are out to overthrow.
And what about the freak arrested
for involvement with the Sharon Tate
murder trial'? I think he was called
"God". :1 most appropriate title for
someone who ran a "hippie type" commune. located somewhere in the West
where the members sunbathed in "the
nude or near nude." What a crime. I
mean after all, here you are in the
middle of the dessert, in a canyon
somewhere and you are going to sunbathe completely dressed! But of
course this is a real crime especially
when committed by a "hippie type".
Oh. the Horror of it!
Just what the hell is the matter with
this country when everyone is typed by
their looks and not what they have in

Dan Kane
their head'? When people are denied
their basic rights because of their beliefs or color'? When people are denied
the right to choose their own life style'?

Chances are it is being run by the
type of people who, when at college,
wouldn't listen to opinions that weren't
their own, the type of man who is so
set in his opinions that he never has
to think again. The type of man who is
so messed up that he allows the other
messed up people to run the world for
him.
The time has come for violent revolution Jaggar cries and I agree with
him. Only I say the revolution should
be held in the head and not on the street.
I have become a Street Fighting Man,
but only in my head and unless you
know it already, that's where it's all
happening mother.

Or is there'? How about the young
man who is old before his time'? The
young man who is so set in his ways
that he is as bad as the older old man
that raised him'? The young man who
made up his mind on all topics and
intends never to change that "mind'"?
Well Mister Xavier Graduate 1970.
who the hell do you think I'm talking
to'? The walls'! At times I just as well
might. Take for example those few
"PROUD" members of the upcoming
graduating class who were hasseling
that SDS-ers a few weeks ago. Take
for example the GRADUATE who still
goes out on the street to beat up a fag.
Take for example the ACCOMPLISHED, EDUCATED MAN who
said that Mrs. Abernathy was lousy.
Take for example the XAVIER-WELL
Leo the Musical Bear$ Sounds like can expect anything from Woody GuthEDUCATED-YOUNG CHRISTIAN
in a children's storybook, rie to Arlo Guthrie, or from the Kinga
character
GENTLEMEN who slept through the
.you say! Well, not quite. Leo, you see, ston Trio to Crosby, Stills, and Nash.
Mass for Doctor King.
is not a character - he is a place. (Too bad we can't have them in the
What about all you people who used More specifically, Leo the Musical flesh).
to laugh at Tim Savage and Jim Hickey
Bear is. ·a coffeehouse.
In addition to the mu s1·c, th ere are
.
f' Don't waste
when they were around because they
~ou~ . lime trying to lgure ou! the readings, an occasional movie, special
still the ones who look askance at
s1gm~lc~n~e ~f t~e name (not to Imply . events, fun and games, and perhaps a
Steve Bisbee and Bob Collins and say
~hat II IS lnslgmficant, of course), _but few more goings-on which have slipped
what freaks they are. Have you ever
1t would ~e better to .spend your time my mind. Planned for the near future
sat down and talked to them? Veal right,
on more Important things, ~uch as the is the presentation of one-act plays,
and ruin the image? The image of a
nature of the coffeehouse Itself.
speakers, and anything else that can be
straight and narrow type who not only
Let's
concern
ourselves
with
the
conjured up for your entertainment.
looks clean but thinks clean. Wow, you
wouldn't be caught dead in the Grill physical. .. discuss the physical set up, We try harder!
with one of those freaks, although you that is. The coffeehouse is located
Most of the entertainment at Leo is
look at· their women with the same in the lower level of the University presented by the Queen City Balladeers
amount of lust as you do at yours. So Branch Y.M.CA., 270 Calhoun Street. (who, incidentally, run the coffeehouse).
if it doesn't matter how the women Don't let the Y.M.CA. throw you; the This organization has been known for
look, why does it matter how the guys atmosphere and decor are authentic its consistently superior folk music
look? Ah, but that's different you say. "coffeehouse," whatever that implies. throughout the years. I may, of course,
Broads are different.,and besides you
Some signs and arrows lead you to be slightly prejudiced; but not so preall know what they say about those the main entrance, but you are on your judiced as to feel that we are the only
hippie broads! Man they do it for every- own from there. You must make your good entertainers. And so, we offer the
body! Type casting, NO, OF COARSE way down a long, dark, burlap covered opportunity of entenaining to memNOT! Have you ever sat down and corridor and through a burlap curtain bers of our audience. If someone from
talked to one of the girls? You'll find before you really "arrive". The corri- the audience turtis out to be especially
they are noi the way that you typed them dor serves a two-fold purpose: it helps good, we sign them up as a member of
as either. In fact, they might be even create the atmosphere and allows your our·own group. (We're not stupid.)
more "moral" than the girls you are eyes to become accustomed to the
All in all, we feel we have a fairly
accustomed to chasing.
dark so that you don't trip over bodies groovy place to spend a Saturday
And what about the guys who run on the inside.
evening. Again, I may be slightly prearound campus with the freaked out
Everyone sits on large, soft pillows judiced, so you'll have to stop by and
clothes and bell bottoms? Boy, they are on the floor; but, if you insist, you will check us out first hand to know for sure.
sure a detriment to the image of the be provided with a chair. There are
University. I just wonder what· that also a few couches for the larger
image is if it's to the point where we groups. The tables have been very clehave to worry about how we "look" verly (and very cheaply) fashioned
and not how we act. But of course I out of wooden wire spools. Except for.
was forgetting that today all that mat- flicker light from a few candles, the
ters is appearance. You don't have to coffeehouse is dark.
be intelligent as long as you look it,
Refreshments consist of coffee
you don't have to be fair as long as you
(naturally),
expresso, several types
look it, you don't have to be patriotic
of
tea,
hot
and cold running ci.der,
as long as you look it, you don't have to
be an American as long as you look like doughnuts, and a small-variety of sandwiches. The coffee (as much as you can
one.
hold) is free with the price. of admisAnd we all know that unless you sion, which is a nominal fifty crnts.
look like an American you can't be one,
I would like to describe a typical
and if you look like you're a freak,
then of course you must be.~for the night of activities at Leo, however there
overturn of the country, and the Viet is no such thing as a typical night. But
Cong and the Black Radicals, and des- you can be assured of one thing - a
truction of all authority and Mayor full evening's wonh of entenainment.
Daley and Mom and the proverbial There is a concentration on folk music,
Apple Pi~ and all that other "All in the broad sense of the word. You·

"A SAD - FUNNY- TRAGIC
• BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I
-Time Magazine

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS
FROM THE MOVIE THA,..S
A SURE NOMINEE P'OR ACADEMY AWAR.,_I

"MIDNIGHT
COWBOY"

Leo the Musical Bear
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DUSTIN HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT
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ROO~S

FOR MEN

REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, GYM~ASIUM,
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE, BILLIARDS-TV 8t READING
ROOM - 10 Minutes to Downtown

FRIARS CLUB
II Weat McMII..n

Phone 381 ·1432

Hall available for Socials, Dances and Wedding RtH:eptions.

Some people have all the love.
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Pure gtafn flavotfhat never qu~.

Wasserman
605 Race Street
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Pass-Fail 1\Jay Flunk
The most idealistic and revolutionary concept to appear in the academic realm in recent years is that
of a pass-fail grading system, a method
of performance evaluation presupposing a more responsible student
attitude than the conventional lettergrade approach. That pass-fail is
directed toward the mature student
concerned with broadening and deepening his scope of knowledge is evident
from several facts. Pass-fail, with the
optimistic assumption of extensive
voluntary effort on the part of the individual, emphasizes that knowledge is
its own reward and that the process of
learning, to be fruitful, is s9mething
one must enjoy doing. Thus the prospect of being assigned a mere valueapproximation for one's efforts ideally
should not diminish his level of achievement. In addition, the novel system
asserts an unprecedented confidence
in the student's capacity for selfregulation. Such autonomy affords one
the pleasure of governing his own pace
and expanding his energies in propor-·
tion to his preferences in a widened
range of varied interests.

Mark Meany

poor or mediocre letter grade. However, I project the possibility that students may abuse the pass-fail system,
viewing it as an opportunity to fulfill
a core requirement with diminished
effort. If this is the outcome of the
limited pass-fail system, then I believe it should be revoked, for such an
effect .st.rongly mili~ates against .the
real. spmt of p~ss-f01l and ~ndermmes
the Ideals of a hberal education.
The tenative project possesses another fundamental weakness which is
to some extent self-defeating: the
faculty are informed of those students

who are taking their courses on a passfail basis. I cannot see any justification for this. Why a professor would
be interested in who is participating
in his class on this system is pussling,
and unfortunately the only reason I
can determine is rather shocking and
unthinkable.
I am q~ite convinced that incorporation of pass-fail can be conducive
to a more rewarding university environment, but its net effects under
the proposed pilot form here at Xavier
seem to oppose the principles which
inspired pass-fail's conception.

SKIwhere it's happening!
SnOW trails MANSFIRD
Chair.• T·Bars • Tows • Snow Machines • Night Skiing
Swiss Bam Daylodge • Fireplace Lounges • Hot Food
Wine • Beer • Live Entertainment .
Ski Shop • Ski School• Ski Patro ~~- :::.~· ... .....~-. .. ~Rentals • Toboggan Run • Fun ~ ~ - - - ~ ••
:
FREE FOLDER! Write • - Tillie,

~ __ ..., .. lJ. .... ~~~~ ~~~~~ •. Jw'...

'Paulists

8taron...

The Paulists arrived on the
West Side of New York City
in I8.58. In 189.5 they moved
into San Francisco's Chinatown and into the fringes of
Chicago's Loop in 1904.
They're still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods
change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometimes they go downbut through it all the Paulist
stays. As long as there are
people to be served the Paulist
will be there.
The Paulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does 11e1V things. That's
one of the characteristics of
the Paulist order: using their
own individual talents in new
ways to meet the needs of a
fast-chanaing world in the colleges ••• in communil:ations •••
in the patos.
If you have aiven some thought
to bccomins a Priest, write for
an illustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:

9-7

Damon's Barber Shop
NDRWDDD PLAZA SHOPPING CEN_TEA
CALL FDA APPOINTMENT • 731·3460
HAIR CDLDRINI3- SHOE SHINE
HAIR STRAIGHTENING

IN PERSON
JOHNNY CARSON

DUFF'S
335 Calhoun Street
861-8345
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University of _payton
Arena·
2 SHOWS.

Every Friday afternoon

4 p.m.

a

8:30 P~.:~
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3 p.m.
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Discount Price
NO ADMISSION
ON FRI•• SAT.
BEFORE 8 P.M.
DANCING TIL 2:30A.M.

Room200
415 West .59th Street

New York, N.Y. 10019

TICKETS: $8.00. $&.00, $4.00
BEING ACCEPTED:
TICKET MANAGER
UNIV. OF DAYTON. FIELDHOUSE
UNIV. OF DAYTON
DAYTON, OHIO 41409
(Piellle lndlc8te Show D_,Nd)
Sponaored by:
The U. D. Student GowrnmMt
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* DOC SEVERINSEN
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Vocation Director
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HAIR STYLING
SATURDAY
9•6

RAZOR CUTTING
OPEN DAILY

•CALL TODAY 241-2944

,. -
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DAMON'S NORWOOD PLAZA
BARBER SHOP

PART-TIME WORK
ALSO SOME FULL-TIME. OPENINGS

· - , . _ - - - - " ' " .., -

- -1. '

$2.25

"IMMEDIATE OPENINGS- MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARA~TEED FOR 11.WEE~ .

but the

'"-i- . . -$::/

TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION WE
WILL CUT THE HAIR OF ALL XAVIER
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND OTHER
EMPLOYEES FOR

lished by a supplemental drawing also in the Administration or from Congressional reviews scheduled for next
to be conducted on December I.
Draft eligibles in the "first prior- year could also affect this outlook.
ity" age group whose numbers have
The Department of Defense has,
not been reached at the end of the year. however, prepared certain estimates
will be placed in a lower order of call based upon the best available infornext year and will be vulnerable for mation at this time. These estimates
induction only if the First Priority show the projected military manpower
requirements from the pool of men,
Group for next year is exhausted.
age 19-25 years, who will be available
The Draft Outlook for 1970
for induction during 1970. This pool is
Young men who will be vulnerable estimated at 850,000, including about
for induction next year will want to .500,000 19-2.5 year olds who will be
know: Once the birthdate drawing has immediately available at the beginning
taken place, and a random sequence of the year. if fully examined and prohas been set, what are my chances of cessed. and an additional 3.50,000 who
being drafted next year?
will become available during 1970
The actual chances of being reached when their deferments expire.
for induction for draft-eligible men
In view of the many uncertainties
with a given position on the birthdate involved in these estimates, our best
list will depend upon many facotrs, par- judgment at this time is that registicularly upon future military strength trants whose birth dates will appear
requirements as we progress in our in the top one-third of the random birth
efforts to Vietnamize the war and upon date sequence will have a high probathe rate of voluntary enlistments and bility of being drafted; those in the midre-enlistments.
dle one-third, an average probability
Any possible changes in draft de- of being drafted; and those in the botferment policies or procedures, re- tom one-third, a relatively low probasulting from the current review~ with- bility of being reached for.induction.

Fr. Felten explained to me that
his primary motives in initiating his
pass-fail plan are the encouragement
of academic enterprise and the nutrition of a desire within the student to
liberalize intellectually through in·vestigation of areas previously closed
to him by the deterring prospect of
being penalized for his curiosity by a

Photo

POSSUM RUN ROAD

...~

Bole 160, Mansfield, Ohio 44901
or call (4191 522·7393

@3

(Continued from page 4)

The tone of the pass-fail system
on the undergraduate level is one of
almost naive idealism. Now that our
own university is about to indulge in
a limited, pilot project, I foresee
several deleterious effects on the
academic community if the original
theme of the endeavor is ignored or
misinterpreted.
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FACULTY. COLUMii

WANTED

American History Through Philately
.
.

PART TIME MALE HELP FOR EVENING
DELIVERIES. HOURLY SALARY PLUS
DELIVERY COMMISSION-FREE MEALS.

.

Robert E. Murphy, Cpt., ADA
Department of MIUtary Science
Prior to March, 1847, letters accepted by the Post Office Department
. for dispatch were either marked "Paid"
by means of pen and ink by postmasters
or by hand stamps of various designs.
On March 3, 1847, a lwa was passed by
Congress which provided for the use
of adhesive postage stamps for use in
prepayment of postage on mail matter.

;

and many other events which occurred of each of the overrun countries. These
as our country was being seuled have stamps are the only ones which have
all been depicted on our stamps.
not been printed by the United States
Incidents surrounding our nation's Government since 1894. The American
birth, such as the Declaration of lnde- Bank Note Company was contracted
pendence, the Bill of Rights, the sign- to print these because the government
ing and the ratification of our Consti- did not have the printing equipment
tution, and the inauguration of our first available to print multicolor stamps.
president have all been commemorated
One aspect of United States stamps
on our postage stamps.
that I have not mentioned yet is Amer·
M"l"
· one area
11tary H'Jstory. Th'IS IS
Individuals certainly · have been 1can
recogn·ized and honored. Most of the t hat 1• as mem be r of the Arm ed Forces

From this modest beginning, in a first stamps issued by our country
country still in its infancy, the issuing were portraits of famous Americans
of United States postage stamps has of our early history. George Washgrown to a multi-million dollar busi- ington and Benjamin Franklin were the
ness in little more than one hundred most common but soon other faces
years. This growth has occurred not such as Jefferson, Lincoln, ·Clay,
just because of the great demand for Hamilton and other figures began to
postage stamps to mail letters but be- appear. The most extensive series of
cause of a large group of individuals stamps to honor individuals would
throughout the world who have made a have to be the Famous Americans
hobby of collecting the stamps of the Commemorative Issue of 1940 in which
many countries of the world. Stamps thirty-five stamps were issued in
of the United States are among the seven groups of five stamps each. The
most popular in the world because of groups included authors, poets, edutheir subject matter, fine- design, and cators, scientists, composers, artists,
color. Another reason for their popu- and inventors and included some of the
larity is that compared to many other most renowned men and women in their
stamp issuing nations, United States fields such as Samuel Clemens, Henry
stamps are printed infrequently and W. Longfellow, Booker T. Washington,
thus expenditures are not excessive. John J. Audubon, John Philip Sousa,
Naturally, nowhere has the demand Frederick Remington, and Eli Whitbeen as great as in the United States. ney. This series did not put an end to
Why this intense desire to collect famous Americans on stamps, as
little pieces of paper with pictures on Alfred E. Smith, Thomas A. Edison,
them? Perhaps ex-Postmaster Gen- George Washington Carver, Will
eral Arthur Summerfield said it best Rogers, Walt Disney, Dwight D.
in 1959 when he said, "The. postage . Eisenhower, and countless others have
stamps of a nation are a picture gallery had their image appear on our postage
of its glories. They depict in miniature stamps. Other personalities, who are
its famous men and women, the great famous in our time, will appear only
events of its history, its organizations, after death, as has been our custom.
its industries, its natural wonders.
Conservationists have had their
Stamp collecting, consequently, has say with stamps depicting soil condistinct educational values. No one servation, forest conservation, and
can pursue -this hobby intelligently wildlife conservation and including
without developing a greater knowledge whooping crane, king salmon, prongof his national heritage."
horn antelope, wild turkey, and wood
In my opinion, the stamps of the duck issues. Many of our famous naUnited States have accomplished their tiona! parks have also appeared.
mission better than those of any other
One area which one sees covered
country.
rather rarely is that of individuals
The history of our country is cover- from other nations, but this is undered from the discovery of the American standable wben we realize that it is
Continents by Columbus in a series of basically our history and our country
stamps issued in 1893 to the landing of that is being covered. However, we
men on the moon in a stamp issued this have had issues honoring Winston
past year. Events between these two Churchill, Dag Hammarskjold, Sun
also have their place on our country's Vat-Sen, Ignace Paderewski, Thomas
stamps. The founding of Jamestown Masaryk, and Ramon Magsaysay,
in 1607, the landing of the Pilgrims in among others. In addition, during
1620, the settling of the Walloons in Word! War II, a series of stamps were
New York in 1624, the settling of Mary- issued in tribute to countries overrun
land by colonists who sailed to America and occupied by the Axis powers. The
in the "Ark" and the "Dove" in 1634, subjects of these stamps are the flags

CALL 731-8200

and an instructor of American History,
find quite interesting. Military activitivities from the Revolutionary War
era abound. Lexington, Concord, Bunker Hill, the ·evacuation of Brooklyn,
Saratoga, Yorktown-those battles
that allowed our nation to come into
existence-are all commemorated on
our postage. Other battles that followed and are part of the history of our
country have not been forgotten: Fallen
Timbers, which culminated the campaigns of General Anthony Wayne
against the Indians in the Northwest
Territory; Fo~ McH:nry, in the _war
of 1812, durmg wh1ch our NatJ··-nal
..Anthem originated; Fort Sumter,
Shiloh, Gettysburg,. The W~l~erness,
and A~pomatox dur1~g the ~1v1l War,
Correg1dor and lwo Jn~a dunng Wo_rld
War II. Many other 1ssue~ ho~ormg
the men and women servmg 1~ the
Armed Forces have also been prmted.
Other stamps have been issued to
commemorate events in our country's
history that have a military background but are not commonly thought
of as such. The Panama Canal issue to
commemorate the construction of the
canal is one of these since the construction was under the Corps of Engineers supervision and was made
possible by the Army Medical Department which carried through measures
to control malaria and virtually eliminate yellow fever. The Byrd Antarctic
Expedition, the Transcontinental Railroad, Perry's visit to Japan, the Lewis
and Clark Expedition and Fremont's
Expedition are others which are similarly honored.
With the number of stamps that have
been issued since 1847, it is indeed
difficult to find an historical figure or
event that has not been honored by at
least one of them. In order to insure
that worthy subjects are commemor:~ted, a citizens advisory committee
has been established to advise the Post
Office Department. With this committee and the advent of the Giori press
we are assured that this country will
continue to lead the way in depicting
the colorful history of the United States
of America.
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New Traditions
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A noteworthy trio ... with today 's
new beat in fa~hion
New rich and deep color tones to. choose from.
Shirt, tie and handkerchief color-coordinated in
one handy "Fashion Pack". Madison Avenue collar with longer points for today's fashionable
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look. Tapered tailoring for the custo~-made
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look. And the luxurious Decton Perma-lron
fabric blend of Dacron • polyester and cotton
needs no ironing.

FROM $7.50

'DuPont R.T. M.
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So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
i tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
~
after Coke.
II
.
~~~ttled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
~~~ Co~a-~~~a.Bottling Works Company, Cincinpati

FREE PARKING!
CHARGE ITI

Open Mon., Thurs. &
Fri. Eves. Till 9
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